II. PROJECT AREAS

A ENTRYWAYS

1. COALTER STREET CORRIDOR
a. From Underpass to Frederick Street

PROJECT SCOPE
Make visual improvements to strengthen this
entry corridor and provide a pleasant physical
appearance and clear directions for visitors.
PUBLIC PROJECTS (CITY)

1. Install crosswalks at intersection.
2. Install brick sidewalks.

3. Install new traffic signals.
4. Underground utilities.
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II. PROJECT AREAS

1. COALTER STREET CORRIDOR

b. Woodrow Wilson Presidential Library Area

PROJECT SCOPE
Strengthen this area with visual improvements to
provide an improved physical appearance and
clear directions for visitors.
PUBLIC PROJECTS (CITY)

1. Install crosswalks at intersections of Beverley
and Coalter and Frederick and Coalter.

4. Create focal point at Woodrow Wilson
Presidential Library (WWPL) entry with
bumpouts and crosswalk. Consider stamped
asphalt paving in block of WWPL from Coalter
to Frederick Street entry.
5. Install new traffic signals.
6. Underground utilities.

2. Install brick sidewalks on Coalter from
Beverley to Frederick and on both sides of
Frederick from Coalter to New.

3. Install traffic calming on Frederick at Coalter.
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II. PROJECT AREAS

2. GREENVILLE AVENUE CORRIDOR
a. Greenville Avenue at the CSX Bridge

PROJECT SCOPE
Make visual improvements at a key entrance to the
downtown to present a welcoming physical
appearance and to provide clear directions for
visitors.
PUBLIC PROJECTS (CITY)
All of the following need further design in terms
of location, engineering, and landscape
architecture.

1. Replace wooden guard railings over railroad
underpass with new metal railings and paint
dark green.
2. Clean vines from stone wall west of arch.

3. Paint concrete abutments a gray color and
paint metal truss components dark green.

4. Clean limestone arch masonry, repoint joints
where necessary.

5. Clear embankment overgrowth and establish
new ground cover and ornamental plants.

6. At underpass, develop a pedestrian connection
between downtown and the former Western
State Hospital site. Reopen B&O tunnel and
develop a pedestrian path to White Star Mill.
7. Replace current light fixtures at fountain with
historic design used at underpass.

PRIVATE/GIFT PROJECTS (CIVIC)

1. Hang reproductions of historic railroad logos
from the overpass railing.

ISSUES FOR PUBLIC/PRIVATE COORDINATION

n Coordinate all train overpass improvements
with CSX, obtaining permission.

n Coordinate with Columbia Gas to cut weeds
down and paint railing dark green.
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II. PROJECT AREAS

2. GREENVILLE AVENUE CORRIDOR
b. From Coalter Street to Lewis Street

PROJECT SCOPE
Visually strengthen a primary entry corridor to
downtown by adding a strong linear row of street
trees and new streetlight fixtures along with brick
sidewalks.
PUBLIC PROJECTS (CITY)

1. Plant trees along the north side of Greenville
Avenue where possible.

2. Remove all overhead utilities and replace with
new underground utilities.
3. Install historic light poles and traffic signals
matching those at the underpass.

PRIVATE/GIFT PROJECTS (CIVIC)

1. Paint a historic collage, possibly of a limestone
wall, on the concrete wall behind the ABC Store.
(Need design and approval.)

ISSUES FOR PUBLIC/PRIVATE COORDINATION

n Have SDDA and HSF visit with property owners/businesses to encourage private site and
building improvements within context of plan.

n Investigate possibilities for pedestrian connection to site of former prison. By the opening of a
filled-in limestone tunnel located west of the current stone arch, a new pedestrian connection
could be made between the White Star Mill and
former prison site.

4. Install brick sidewalks and crosswalks.
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II. PROJECT AREAS

2. GREENVILLE AVENUE CORRIDOR
c. White Star Mill Area

PROJECT SCOPE
Upgrade the Lewis Creek Park and environs for
improved safety, appearance, and access from the
downtown.
PUBLIC PROJECTS (CITY)
All of the following need further design in terms
of location and engineering.

1. Install directional sign to the Lewis Creek Park
from downtown

2. Replace the sidewalk and curbs on both sides
of South New Street from Johnson to Mill Streets,
install new lights in historic style.
3. Install brick crosswalks at the Johnson and
New Street and Johnson and Mill Street
intersections and across Mill Street.

5. Replace parking lot lights with historical style
like rest of Wharf.
6. Provide continued maintenance of creek bed
according to maintenance plan.

7. Where New Street crosses over creek replace
pipe railing with metal fence to meet building
code requirements.

PRIVATE/GIFT PROJECTS (CIVIC)

1. Paint a train mural on the concrete wall south
of the tracks, behind White Star Mill building.
2. Install more historic markers throughout the
area, using topics suggested in A Search for
Appropriateness.

ISSUES FOR PUBLIC/PRIVATE COORDINATION

n Coordinate with CSX to paint train mural if
necessary.

4. Reevaluate current lighting and upgrade lighting types and quantities as required for appropriate levels of illumination.
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II. PROJECT AREAS

2. GREENVILLE AVENUE CORRIDOR
d. RMA Parking Lot

PROJECT SCOPE
Improve lot efficiency and provide miscellaneous
improvements to enhance the lot’s access, appearance, safety, and security.
PUBLIC PROJECTS (CITY)
All of the following need further design in terms
of location and engineering.

1. Reevaluate current lighting and upgrade lighting types and quantities as required for appropriate levels of illumination.

2. Replace all guard and hand rails with uniform
metal fence/railings painted standard dark green
and add new fence along north bank of Lewis
Creek.
3. Paint metal elements such as light standards
and public sign poles standard dark green.

4. Install new brick sidewalks to connect White
Star Mill area with Greenville Avenue in the standard used on Mill Street as illustrated in
Appendix 1.
5. Install brick crosswalks within the street
paving.

6. Install new trash receptacles and benches
as needed.
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II. PROJECT AREAS

2. GREENVILLE AVENUE CORRIDOR
e. Augusta County Courthouse

PROJECT SCOPE
Make modest changes to Courthouse site to
improve pedestrian and visitor setting.
PUBLIC PROJECTS (COUNTY)

1. Floodlight the dome, statue, and other
prominent steeples with guidance from
professional lighting consultant.

2. Install benches on the Courthouse portico.
3. Paint railings standard dark green.

4. Investigate installing multiple globe lights on
the stone piers at the sidewalk/step entrances.
5. Create new brick sidewalk on east side of
Courthouse and Barristers’ Row.

PRIVATE/GIFT PROJECTS (CIVIC)

1. Install a horse-dog-people fountain based on
historic precedent on the concrete pad west of
the courthouse. (Need design and engineering.)
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II. PROJECT AREAS

2. GREENVILLE AVENUE CORRIDOR
f. Lower Wharf - includes Johnson Street

PROJECT SCOPE
Provide a series of miscellaneous improvements in
and around the Wharf Parking Lot to further
improve its appearance, its function, and its attractiveness as a pedestrian-oriented space.
PUBLIC PROJECTS (CITY)

1. Continue ongoing repair of heaving brick sidewalks in front of buildings along Byers Street.
2. Replace crumbling car stops in the parking lot
leased to Augusta County.

3. Install any new sidewalks in the “Wharf Style”
of concrete with brick accents.
4. Redesign creek sidewalk at HSF when necessary to replace and connect to Wharf sidewalk.
5. Extend Wharf-style sidewalk to Lewis Street
on south side with crosswalks at Lewis Street
and Middlebrook Avenue.
6. Create exterior trash dumpster location for
Wharf merchants.

7. Provide new benches and trash receptacles as
specified.
8. Redesign “bollard & chain” planting area in
conjunction with plat installation.
9. Install a new bicycle rack in area.

10. Upgrade and expand trash receptacle locations.
11. Continue Wharf lot perimeter plantings.

PRIVATE/GIFT PROJECTS (CIVIC)

1. Paint a mural on the Historic Staunton
Foundation building wall depicting the demolished Burns Building that stood next door.

2. Install more historic markers throughout area,
using topics suggested in A Search for
Appropriateness.
3. Recreate an 18th-century plat of Staunton in granite
on Lot #1 (corner of Johnson and Augusta streets).

ISSUES FOR PUBLIC/PRIVATE COORDINATION

n Seek approval from the Farmer’s Market for
any suggested changes to their area of the parking lot and walkway.
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II. PROJECT AREAS

3. CHURCHVILLE AVENUE AND
AUGUSTA STREET
a. At the Staunton Public Library

PROJECT SCOPE
Provide improvements to this entryway intersection area by extending the downtown streetscape
vocabulary along Churchville Avenue from
Augusta to Albemarle streets. Improve corridor’s
appearance and create a favorable impression of
the downtown for arriving visitors.
PUBLIC PROJECTS (CITY)

3. Install brick crosswalks within the street
paving.

4. Continue to review and coordinate with VDOT
Improvement Plan.

PRIVATE/GIFT PROJECTS (CIVIC)

1. Capitalize on the early name “Gallows Town”
for this section of town with historic marker.

ISSUES FOR PUBLIC/PRIVATE COORDINATION

n Work with Hershey Tire Company to improve
tire storage locations and concealment.

1. Clean stone wall along Churchville Avenue
and the Library.
2. Provide new brick sidewalk along
Augusta Street.
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II. PROJECT AREAS

4. MIDDLEBROOK AVENUE CORRIDOR
a. From the railroad tracks to Lewis Street

PROJECT SCOPE
Make miscellaneous improvements in appearance
of physical elements and landscape design.
PUBLIC PROJECTS (CITY)

1. Replace trash receptacles with City “historic”
standard and paint metal parts of benches dark
green.
2. Replace “Landes Park” sign with sign more
historic in character.

3. Paint existing pipe rail fence dark green,
replace railings with historic standard where necessary to meet code and extend railings to Klotz
Building.

4. Complete network of sidewalks and crosswalks between Lewis, Byer, Middlebrook, and
Federal Streets using Wharf standard.

PRIVATE/GIFT PROJECTS (CIVIC)

1. Commission over-sized railroad lantern to be
placed at gateway to downtown similar to watering can at Greenville Avenue gateway.

ISSUES FOR PUBLIC/PRIVATE COORDINATION

n Install shielded accent lighting to highlight
stone arches at a main entrance to downtown.
n Coordinate with appropriate authority to
paint metal part of bridge dark green.
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II. PROJECT AREAS

4. MIDDLEBROOK AVENUE CORRIDOR
b. Upper Wharf

PROJECT SCOPE
Provide a series of miscellaneous improvements
around the Upper Wharf to further improve its
appearance, its functioning, and its attractiveness
as a pedestrian and tourist-oriented area.
PUBLIC PROJECTS (CITY)

1. Continue landscape maintenance and weed
eradication program for area.

2. Remove all overhead utilities and replace with
new underground utilities.
3. Replace sidewalk railing at Middlebrook
Avenue end with fence that meets code.

4. Install any new sidewalks in the “Wharf Style”
of concrete with brick accents. Revisit design of
wharf area sidewalks for appropriateness.

5. Install a directional sign to the best view of the
city over the railroad trestle on Sears Hill.
6. Provide new trash receptacles and benches as
needed.

7. Clean up Woodrow Park and create an overlook area with informational plaque identifying
the buildings in Staunton’s skyline visible from
the park.

PRIVATE/GIFT PROJECTS (CIVIC)

1. Install more historic markers throughout the
area, using topics suggested in A Search for
Appropriateness.

ISSUES FOR PUBLIC/PRIVATE COORDINATION

n Paint a “Chessie Cat” logo on the water tower.
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